Supplementary Figure 2:
ANOVA of genome-wide expression data in A431 reveals gradual gene regulation with escalation of treatment. Genome-wide expression data of A431 tumors after therapy was normalized to the control group and ANOVA performed with 5 groups of 3 samples each: EndoRT, photon-EBRT, carbon-EBRT, PERT and CERT. The ~500 most significantly regulated genes were selected (p = 0.002) and a Euclidian cluster analysis performed. The resulting grouping reflected the escalation of treatment from EndoRT over EBRT to combined modality treatment with correspondingly gradually increasing or decreasing centroid profiles (right). This gradual expression pattern was therefore used as template for further analyses.
correlating genes microarray data of A431 tumors was searched for genes that showed a negative correlation with the predefined gradual expression profile. In this case a correlation coefficient of r ≤ -0.7 (p < 0.01) was chosen as a cut-off. (A) The set of significantly correlating genes was compared to the KEGG-database. All significantly enriched KEGG-pathways are presented here. The red-line indicates the cutoff for statistical significance to the level of p < 0.05. (B) Networks of known direct interactions among the respective gene products were also constructed. The largest direct interaction-network is presented here. Color-coding of gene-names indicates participation in one of the significantly enriched KEGG-pathways in (A).
